
 

 

Usually, at a Tharinos, a group is capable of travelling into the Glamour to take part in a scene 

or circumstance that has happened in the past. In that way they can take lessons from the 

past, learn secrets long forgotten and use both of these to better their position in the world. 

This time however the power of the glamour was so weak that the Fae present,instead, put 

on a play that they thought would aid the Charter in their efforts against the Iron Mark.  

 

Whilst I am led to believe that this play was ridiculous, to say the least, the knowledge that 

was imparted was quite intent and could be relayed thusly: 

 

Our Charter took on the roles of Druids of the Earth Tribes, led by Dunedain, just before the 

coming of the Nexus when the Tribes were evacuating into the world. The Druids that they 

were portraying had been dispatched to the outlying groups to give them warning and 

encourage them to leave the Land of the Chosen as well. As they took up the role they had 

travelled far to an isolated location where they encountered a family who were introduced, as 

best as I can untangle, thusly: 

 

There was Alakaran and his family who were of The Brythoran tribe which tended sheep and 

goats in the mountain slopes. Essentially a private and peaceful people they sought to avoid 

contact with the other clans but paid their tribute to the Skagriagaard as all clans did. The 

family was described as large and, well, silly: Stake - Head of his family, an old man (this was 

emphasised) who has seen and witnessed the deeds of the Skagriagaard and tells tales of how 

his brother was chosen to be one of them but did not return from the battle with void. 

 

Shok- His wife and defender of the family, fearsome warrior and hand fasted to him from 

the The Ganimies. They were a people of the plains. They were wordy and were proud of the 

basketry that they wove and the herds of cattle they reared. His brother Tenspears who is 

much younger and next leader of the clan, he and his wife are the proud parents to a youngling 

called Palyantor His wife Aksakl who is wed to Medsada and is the mother to the young Fes 

Stake and Shok’s son Vokes - Who is a burly bruiser of around 20 years of age who believed 

that he could do anything. 

 

The Brythoran at this time, like many others, have heard of the coming of the comet and fear 

for what to do next. They intended to rely on the gillieabad to protect them and were in the 

midst of preparing a ritual when a group of Kalasaski took Vokes to use in their own ritual of 

protection. Kalasaski was a name given to things that escaped from a celestial prison called 

the void; they were a half human abomination from back in the day. They had taken him to 



 

 

their own camp where they intend to eat him in a ritual to their own savage powers in a hope 

to survive the oncoming holocaust. 

 

Meanwhile Duinedan and his retinue were visiting various camps and warning people to find 

shelter in sacred places whilst delivering the message that the heroes of the Skagriagaard were 

already escorting the majority of the Earth Tribes to safety in distant lands. Ostensibly 

Duinedan was sent to warn those trapped at the outskirts in the hope that they might survive. 

He arrived, passed on the message, and then helped the family retrieve the boy in a heroic 

battle against wicked beasts. However, during the battle, which the druids won, an enemy 

Kalasaki mutated it’s form and became that of the Ironmark.  

 

There was a terrible battle at this point I am led to believe and the terror was powerful which 

led to a disruption of this tale. It was a close thing in which the Charter came close to losing 

the lesson that they were participating in. Fortunately, the rescuing of the Herald of Tharinos 

allowed it to drive the presence of the Ironmark from the glamour. All of this points directly 

to the fear that the revelation of the lesson was to the Iron Mark.  

 

The family congratulated everyone, the Charter included, on a battle well fought as though 

they had all fought their battle together. With the child rescued though the narrator continued 

the story, the golden light was coming from the sky, so the Charter continued on until they 

arrived at the cave. They entered the cave where they spoke with the Gillieabad that would 

one day be called Whinathar and they received prophetic statements about the future of their 

family and the world. This was basically along the lines that the family in this cave would one 

day become the Winter Family, infused with the power of the Comet and joined to the 

Whinathar Gillieabad, the Comet shortly after struck the cave, ending the scene. 

 


